INSPIRING MULTIMEDIA LECTURE PROGRAM
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“SPEAKING TRUTH TO POWER: THE WHITE ROSE STUDENT ANTI-NAZI RESISTANCE
- AND HEROES TODAY IN THE FIGHT FOR DEMOCRACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS”

And Other Relevant Programs by Jud Newborn, PhD:
Multimedia Lecture Performer, Author & Pioneer in the Creation of Holocaust Museums
Recipient, The AFC’s “Spirit of Anne Frank Human Writes Award” http://www.annefrank.com/safa
Contact: judnewborn@gmail.com T. 516-931-7796

* LinkedIn Profile - Other Lectures-Testimonials: http://www.linkedin.com/in/judnewborn
* Feature: http://mag.uchicago.edu/law-policy-society/reflowering
* Sophie Scholl and the White Rose: http://amzn.to/2GZMyXw http://amzn.to/2BzkGpr http://amzn.to/2FiZwyq
"Lauded by such publications as Newsweek and The New York Times, and by such
institutions as the UN, Princeton's Jewish Center and the Hebrew Union College,
Dr. Jud Newborn speaks with dramatic power and a deeply felt passion that leaves
his audiences both moved and exhilarated." - MARTIN BORIS, LIFESTYLES MAGAZINE
PROGRAMMING ENHANCEMENT THEMES INCLUDE:
• Censorship, Dissent, Freedom of Speech & Press
• Prejudice Against Jews, Muslims, African-Americans, Hispanics, the LGBT
Community, the Disabled, Women, & other Ethnic & Religious Groups
• Resistance Against the Nazis by Christians, Jews, & Resistance Against Other Forms
of Oppression Today in the USA and Abroad;
• Heroes at Risk for Protecting the Environment
• Combating Fanaticism, Fundamentalism and Terror
• Bias by Hate Groups & the so-called “Alt Right” in the USA Today
THE WHITE ROSE RESISTANCE & HUMAN RIGHTS HEROES TODAY:
Among his four unique lecture programs, Dr. Jud Newborn - acclaimed international lecturer,
curator and pioneer in the creation of modern Holocaust museums - offers this inspiring,
multimedia lecture program based partly on his critically acclaimed book about the remarkable
students who resisted Hitler, Sophie Scholl and the White Rose. Now in a special 75th
Anniversary Year Edition, his book & program provide the full story treated partially in the 2006
Academy Award-nominated German film, “Sophie Scholl: The Final Days.” He now has the first
major American feature film in development.
Using stirring theme music, 80 powerful historical images and suspenseful storytelling, Dr.
Newborn recounts how Sophie Scholl and her brother Hans - former fanatical Hitler Youth
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leaders, Hans arrested for a gay teen relationship - transformed uniquely to become the
greatest heroes of the German anti-Nazi resistance and icons in Germany today. “We will not be
silent!,” their wartime leaflets declared. “We are your bad conscience. The White Rose will not
leave you in peace!” On February 18, 1943, they mounted a gallery high above the University of
Munich’s vast atrium and tossed hundreds of leaflets down upon the heads of astonished
students. It was the only full-fledged public protest by Germans against Nazism ever to be
staged. But Dr. Newborn’s program does not remain in the past. Relating the White Rose
story to today’s most compelling current events and global issues, he then presents an array of
“White Rosers” today - inspiring heroes of all backgrounds, abroad and at home - who risk
themselves for freedom and our shared humanity.

CREDENTIALS: Jud Newborn, Ph.D - educated at NYU, Cambridge University and the
University of Chicago - is a New York-based lecturer, curator and expert on anti-Semitism,
extremism and the fight for human rights worldwide. Founding Historian of NY’s Museum of
Jewish Heritage from 1986 to 2000, Dr. Newborn has lectured from San Diego’s Old Globe
Theater, L.A.’s Simon Wiesenthal Center and major universities and religious institutions to the
United Nations, and from Canada to Cape Town. He is co-author of the Sophie Scholl and the
White Rose, providing the full story to the Academy Award-nominated German film of 2006,
“Sophie Scholl: The Last Days.” Dr. Newborn has also written for The New York Times and
Jerusalem Post among other leading publications, and appeared as a consultant throughout the
media, from CNN, the CBS Morning News and other networks to NPR’s “All Things Considered.”
Dr, Newborn broke a decades-long barrier by giving the first lecture on the Holocaust ever held
at the UN in July 1995, at which time he called out against the UN’s abandonment of Bosnia
Muslims to mass murder. During his European fieldwork from 1980-1983, he hunted down
former Nazi perpetrators for interviews, and worked briefly undercover for Poland’s “Solidarity”
Freedom Movement in 1982, six months into the Communist Declaration of Martial Law and the
sealing of Poland’s borders. Recipient of the Anne Frank Center’s 2018 “Spirit of Anne Frank
Human Writes Award,” today he serves as Curator of Special Programs for the renowned Cinema
Arts Centre, LI, NY, bringing in Nobel Laureates, Kennedy Center Honorees, & Academy Award,
Tony, Grammy, Emmy & Pulitzer Prize winners to interview before live audiences.
SELECT TESTIMONIALS:
“This wasn’t just a lecture – it was theater! Passionate & emotionally genuine. Afterwards the
entire audience jumped to their feet for an extended, heartfelt ovation.” – ED HERENDON,
FOUNDER, CONTEMPORARY ARTS THEATER FESTIVAL, SHEPHARDSTOWN, WV

“The 75th Anniversary Edition of Jud Newborn’s book - and his passionately delivered programs
- will remind new generations how important it is to speak out against hatred & injustice,
wherever they may find it.” – JOEL GREY, ACADEMY AWARD WINNER, CABARET

“We hit the jackpot with Jud Newborn. Great substance and really great drama. One of the
best Holocaust and human rights presentations anyone will ever hear.” – EDIE NAVEH,
DIRECTOR, HOLOCAUST CENTER OF PITTSBURGH
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"The overflowing room was spellbound as you painted a portrait of courage more like a
storyteller than a lecturer. The lessons to be learned were invaluable, especially in light of
current world events & the need for heroes to step forward. Thank you for bringing light into
the darkness." – HEDY BERMAN, COLORADO STATE, FORT COLLINS
"Dr. Jud Newborn tells a riveting and important story about resistance to the Nazis from within
Germany. The students who formed the White Rose were brave beyond measure, and Dr.
Newborn brings them alive again for us.” – JANE ALEXANDER, FORMER CHAIR, NAT’L ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS; TONY, EMMY WINNER & FOUR-TIME ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE
”You knocked the ball right out of the park! This is the largest audience we’ve ever had for our
Zahm Lecture - the annual keynote for our academic year - and you received a rousing standing
ovation to boot!. Bravo!” – PROF. KAREN EIFLER, CO-DIRECTOR, GARAVENTA CENTER FOR
CATHOLIC EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF PORTLAND, OR
would strongly urge colleges & universities to offer their podiums to Jud Newborn. Matters of
Human Rights, Justice, Peace, Courage, and Conscience find resonance with his lectures on the
White Rose." – PROF. JAMES MCNUTT, THOMAS MORE COLLEGE, KENTUCKY

“I

"We were thrilled with your program at Episcopal High, the leading such Prep School in the
nation. I will never forget your holding the white rose at the end of the presentation, a symbol
of hope and a beacon for human response. May it be so.” – REV. FLEMING RUTLEDGE, SPONSOR,
EPISCOPAL HIGH, ALEXANDRIA, VA

“Wide-ranging knowledge, masterful delivery. Related the story of unsung Jewish and Christian
Holocaust heroes to today’s most pressing current events. Our ideal scholar-in-residence.” DR. RACELLE WEIMAN, HEBREW UNION COLLEGE, CINCINNATI, OH
“I have worked with many historians & leaders in tolerance awareness but none compare to Dr.
Jud Newborn. Jud Newborn should not be missed.” – SUSAN PEIREZ, SPIELBERG SHOAH FOUND.
"The White Rose students still have the power to inspire people to speak out against injustice, reminding
us in these troubled times that this is the American Way.” – NORMAN LEAR
"Delivered a public lecture to a capacity crowd. The audience was notably moved.” – RICHARD
FREEDMAN & MARLENE SILBERT, CAPE TOWN HOLOCAUST CENTRE, SOUTH AFRICA

“Dr. Jud Newborn's presentation on the White Rose resistance movement was riveting and

incredibly moving. Absolutely and most highly recommended!” – PROFESSOR W.A. MAIERSARTI, HISTORY & JEWISH STUDIES, OAKTON COMM. COLLEGE, SKOKIE, IL
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“Invited to open our Fall Season with two consecutive programs on the White Rose, Dr.
Newborn packed the Grand Gallery twice—something unprecedented for the NAC.” – ALDON
JAMES, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ARTS CLUB, NYC
“Jud Newborn's book is not just a reminder that we must continue to ‘sing out danger’ & ‘ring
out a warning.’ It carries an urgent & immediate message to all Americans as we face at-tempts
to divide us, to speak out now, clearly & defiantly.” – PETER YARROW (PETER, PAUL & MARY)
“Dr. Jud Newborn’s riveting account left me spellbound, enlightened and inspired. Truly the
most compelling and well-organized lecture I’ve heard in my 25 years in the Wichita, Kansas
community.” – ELLY FITZIG, For the JEWISH FED & NEWMAN UNIVERSITY, WICHITA, KS
“What impressed your correspondent most was the revelatory lecture by dynamic Jud Newborn.
Thanks to the event held here, both Jud Newborn and his great works have come to the
attention of the world—to the benefit of mankind as a whole." – DAVID HOROWITZ, SR.
CORRESPONDENT, UNITED NATIONS PRESS CORPS
“A combination of erudition and panache.” – ANNETTE INSDORF, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY;
AUTHOR, INDELIBLE SHADOWS: FILM AND THE HOLOCAUST
“ ‘Cast off the cloak of indifference,’ as the White Rose leaflets demanded, & stand up for
humanity. This 75th Anniversary edition deserves to be read & read again, as we continue to
face evil around the world and at home, & strengthen ourselves to confront it.” — RABBI MEYER
MAY, EXEC DIRECTOR, THE SIMON WIESENTHAL CENTER, L.A
“A stellar presentation!” – MAUREEN McNEIL, ANNE FRANK CENTER USA

*YOU-TUBE TV Interview (4 min.) http://bit.ly/2DCgEOc
*YOU-TUBE: JN Narrates Trailer -Ingrid Pitt: Beyond the Forest https://bit.ly/2H1UO97
PRINT FEATURES (Select):

* UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO MAGAZINE - http://mag.uchicago.edu/law-policy-society/reflowering
* NEWSDAY Feature - Background Story / Gallery: http://tinyurl.com/p2habob
* SUNDAY NY TIMES - http://tinyurl.com/mpxb55x
COMMENTARY: JTA/JERUSALEM POST http://tinyurl.com/mglqvqm
FREE TRAVELING WHITE ROSE EXHIBITION: http://tinyurl.com/q8oz7rm

